Consultant Position

Air Law & Regulations Expert

Area of Expertise

- Development or revision of basic aviation law and technical regulations.
- Provision of advice and assistance in amending the basic aviation legislation to establish national civil aviation organizations, setting up a library of relevant aviation legislation documents including ICAO documentation.
- Delivering on-the-job training on civil aviation legal and regulatory.

Minimum years of experience in the area of expertise

- 25 years

Education and / or equivalent qualifications and experience

- University degree in law with specialization in aviation law.
  
  AND
  
  - Minimum 10 years’ experience in the drafting of basic enabling legislation for a civil aviation organization in the approval and surveillance of personnel licensing, flight operations, airworthiness, air navigation services, aerodromes, AVSEC and safety management

Number of years’ experience delivering consulting projects

- 10 years

Other requirements

- Experience in international consulting assignments.
- A good command of oral and written English (French or Spanish is an advantage).